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Abstract

Various biological and clinical applications require the quantification of the messenger RNA (mRNA) abundance of the biological materials

under investigation. Reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is a popular technique for mRNA quantification. However, in

these applications, multiple quantifications of mRNA are required from the same sample. Multiplex RT-PCR uses multiple primer pairs to amplify

the specific targets simultaneously from a single sample. Therefore, multiplex RT-PCR is suitable for such applications. Complementary DNA

(cDNA) microarray is a robust and versatile tool that allows researchers to examine the expression of hundreds or thousands of genes for the

analysis of gene function, disease diagnosis, and drug discovery. Multiplex RT-PCR is usually performed for the cDNA preparation during the

cDNA microarray experiments. Primer design is the most crucial step in multiplex RT-PCR. Therefore, the goal of this study was to implement an

intelligent primer design system. The core of the system was based on mathematical techniques. The system can guide users to design cost

effective primer collection. The system had also been successfully applied to two real world examples with biological and clinical significance.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Traditional assays for measuring the messenger RNA

(mRNA) abundance, such as Northern blot analysis (Lodish,

Berk, Zipursky, Matsudaira, Baltimore and Darnell, 2000) and

nuclease protection assay (Lodish et al., 2000) demand a large

amount of mRNA. These assays are not good choices for low-

abundance transcripts or limited tissues. Reverse transcription-

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is a more sensitive

technique (Alcamo, 1999) for mRNA quantification. RT-PCR

consists of two steps: synthesis of complementary DNA

(cDNA) from mRNA by reverse transcription and amplifi-

cation of the specific cDNA by polymerase chain reaction

(PCR). The PCR step amplifies the amount of cDNA.

Therefore, RT-PCR avoids the need for large amounts of

mRNA and provides sensitive detection in small tissue samples

(Siebert & Larrick, 1992). The cDNA serves as a template in
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the PCR. The key components of the PCR include the cDNA

and a pair of oligonucleotide primers specific for the cDNA of

interest. The cDNA is amplified exponentially via PCR cycles

of denaturation, annealing, and extension. Since the amplifi-

cation is exponential, loading differences are amplified as well.

Therefore, primer selection and careful optimization of the

PCR conditions are essential for achieving reliable

amplification.

Various biological and clinical applications require the

quantification of the mRNA abundance of the biological

materials under investigation. However, the amount of

biological materials is usually limited. Further, quantifications

of multiple mRNA are required from the same sample.

Multiplex RT-PCR (Downing, Khandekar, Shurtleff, Head,

Parham and Webber, 1995) uses multiple primer pairs to

amplify several specific targets simultaneously from a single

sample. Therefore, multiplex RT-PCR is suitable for such

applications.

cDNA microarray is a robust and versatile tool that allows

researchers to examine the expression of hundreds or thousands

of genes for the analysis of gene function, disease diagnosis,

and drug discovery (Chen, Dougherty, & Bittner, 1997; Eisen,

& Brown, 1999; Eisen, Spellman, Brown, & Botstein, 1998;

Schena, Shalon, Davis, & Brown, 1995; Shalon, Smith, &

Brown, 1996). In cDNA microarray experiments, DNA

molecules representing individual genes are spotted onto a
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glass surface. Usually, mRNA molecules from cells are

reversely transcribed into cDNA by random primers before

hybridized onto the microarray. However, the cDNA generated

by random primers gives a significant cross hybridization

because of the presence of homologous sequences in the

genome (Talaat, Hunter, & Johnston, 2000). One way to

overcome this problem is using multiplex RT-PCR to amplify

transcripts of interest.

From the discussions above, it is clear that primer selection

plays a crucial role for both multiplex RT-PCR and cDNA

microarray experiments. It is well known (Antao, Lai, &

Tinoco, 1991; Antao & Tinoco, 1992) that the selected

oligonucleotide primers have to satisfy essential criteria such

as Tm (temperature of melting), GC content, and secondary

structures in order to optimize RT-PCR. For multiplex RT-

PCR and cDNA microarray experiments, there are two other

important factors to be considered: the cost of the primers and

the probability of cross hybridization among primers. The cost

of a commercial set of oligonucleotide primers is determined

by the number of distinct primers, k, and the units of each type

of primers, qi with 1%i%k. Let P be the (fixed) cost for

ordering a primer type and C the cost for a unit of primer. Then,

the cost equals PkCC
Pk

iZ1

qi, in which the value of Pk

dominates the cost. Thus, reducing the value of k can lower

the cost. In addition, the probability of cross hybridization

among primers is positively correlated to k. Therefore,

reducing the value of k can lower both the cost and the

probability of cross hybridization among primers. In case of n

genes (or DNA sequences) to be monitored in the multiplex

RT-PCR or in the cDNA microarray experiment, then n primer

pairs are needed. However, if we can find the so-called multi-

gene primers that can be used for priming multiple genes, then

the required types of primers can be reduced. The adoption of

multi-gene primer can reduce the value of k.

The goal of this study was to implement an intelligent

primer design system that utilizes the idea of multi-gene primer

and thus reducing the value of k. The intelligent primer design

system contains the following two major parts. The first part is

similar to other traditional primer design systems, such as

PRIMER3 (Rozen & Skaletsky, 2000). Such primer design

systems considered the traditional primer design criteria

(Antao, Lai, & Tinoco, 1991; Antao & Tinoco, 1992) and are

useful for RT-PCR. The first part provides interfaces for

inputting parameters, which set up the relevant criteria, the

primer length, the length of priming windows, the number of

allowable base-pair mismatches, and DNA sequences. Cer-

tainly, the number of allowable base-pair mismatch might have

impact on the primer’s specificity. To mitigate this concern, the

system left the choice to the user. For long primers (more than

15 nucleotides), one or two base-pair mismatches have little

effect on the experimental result. It was shown in Wallace

(1979) that the base-pair mismatch problem can be resolved by

tuning the PCR conditions. Thus, the system can set the

number of allowable base-pair mismatches up to 2.

The first part also provides a mechanism which, according

to user’s choices of Tm, GC content, the primer length, and the

number of allowable base-pair mismatches, screens primer
candidates for both ends of each sequence. This mechanism

applies standard criteria mentioned in (Antao, Lai, & Tinoco,

1991; Antao & Tinoco, 1992) for filtering out inappropriate

primer candidates that contain poly N, poly AG, and potential

hairpin patterns. After filtering out inappropriate primer

candidates, the other primers become the input of the second

part of the system.

The base of the second part of the system was a

mathematical model, which utilized the concept of a multi-

gene primer. The second part was also the core of the

intelligent systems. The techniques involved included tech-

niques in operations research and computer programming; see

Section 3 for the detail. There were also many other intelligent

systems for biological and clinical applications. These systems

were based on diversified techniques. The following are a few

random examples: data mining (Alonso, Caraça-Valente,

González, & Montes, 2002; Wang et al., 2005), total

management (Chae, Park, Park, & Young, 1998), machine-

learning (Wang, Hong, & Tseng, 1996), ontology (Delgado,

Fajardo, Gibaja, & Pérez-Pérez, 2005), fuzzy logic (Daniels,

Cayton, Chappell, & Tjahjadi, 1997), and soft computing (Li,

Dong, I, & Un, 2005).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we discuss the existing primer design systems for multiplex

RT-PCR. In Section 3, we present the multi-gene primer

selection problem. We give its mathematical formulation and

propose an intelligent algorithm for solving it. In Section 4, we

show the application to two real cases of clinical and biological

significance. In Section 5, we give the managerial implication

to bioinformatics. At the end, we summarize our research

contributions and discuss future directions in bioinformatics.
2. Existing primer design systems for multiplex RT-PCR

A number of primer design systems for multiplex RT-PCR

have been developed. (Kampke, Kieninger, & Mecklenburg,

2001) described an efficient algorithm for selecting primer

collection for multiplex RT-PCR experiments. Their criteria

for selecting the primer collection was similar to the traditional

criteria for selecting a single pair of primers; i.e. they

considered the trade-off between the primer’s GC content,

primer’s Tm, and cross hybridization effect between primers.

They did not put k into consideration. Therefore, if there were n

genes (or DNA sequences) to be monitored in the multiplex

RT-PCR, the system would create n primer pairs.

Pearson, Robins, Wrege, and Zhang (1995) showed that

multi-gene primer selection problem is hard to solve computa-

tionally because it is NP-complete. They proposed a heuristic to

find a sub-optimal solution for multi-gene primer selection

problem. In 1996, Pearson, Robins, Wrege, and Zhang proposed

two more heuristics for multi-gene primer selection problem

(pearson et al., 1996). They ran the heuristics on 30 examples of

DNA sequences using a primer length of just 5. They showed

empirically that the two heuristics found only 19 optimal

solutions out of the 30 examples. These heuristics could be

classified as greedy methods.
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Doi and Imai (1997) proposed another heuristic greedy method

that incorporates the basic primer constraints such as GC contents,

primer length, and secondary structure of the primers. The

considered primer length was also quite short, i.e. 8–12.

Talaat, Hunter, and Johnston (2000) applied a much simpler

greedy method to develop a primer design system. They used

the system to design a ‘minimal cost primer collection’ for 960

DNA sequences from Mycobaterium tuberculosis. They chose

the primer length to be 7 or 8. Their system heuristically found

37 primers as an approximate solution for multi-gene primer

selection problem. They further performed microarray exper-

iments to show that the ‘minimal cost primer collection’

genome-directed primers were more sensitive and specific than

random primers.

The main drawback of these systems was that they considered

only short primers. In real world applications, these short primers

cannot generate unique PCR products because they can cross-

prime to many other sites (homologues). By probability, the

chances of matching of a random 7 and 8 mer are 244 times and

61 times, respectively, in the 4 Mb Mycobacteria genome.

Therefore, the primer collection of short primers is not specific

enough in real biological applications.
3. Multi-gene primer selection problem

3.1. Mathematical formulation

The multi-gene primer selection problem can be defined

precisely via a mathematical model. Let S denote a collection

of n DNA sequences and we are interested in designing primers

for S. Because each DNA sequence has 5 0 (forward) end and 3 0

(reverse) end, we can divide the primer design problem into

two smaller sub-problems: forward primer design problem and

reverse primer design problem. Since these two sub-problems

are mathematically identical, we will describe the mathemat-

ical formulation of the forward primer design problem to

simplify the illustration. Suppose F is the collection of the

forward primer candidates of S, which is the output of the first

part of the intelligent system. Let jFj denote the number of

elements in F and fj (1%j%jFj) be the elements of F. To

precisely define the forward primer selection problem, we

need: decision variables represented the forward primer

candidates, an objective function, and constraints imposed on

the decision variables. Let xj be the decision variable for fj. In

particular,

xj Z
1; if fj is selected;

0; otherwise:

(

In Section 1, we mentioned the goal of the intelligent system

is to utilize the idea of multi-gene primer and thus reduce the

value of k. Therefore, the objective function to be minimized is

straightforwardly defined as

XjFj
jZ1

xj
Let Si (1%i%n) denote the ith DNA sequence of S, and Cf

denote the cover matrix of F, where the entries of Cf are defined as

Cf ði; jÞ Z
1; fj is eligble for 50 end of Si;

0; otherwise:

(

The eligibility of fj for Si will be defined below. Then, the

constraints imposed on decision variables can be defined by a

system of inequalities.

XjFj
jZ1

Cf ði; jÞxjR1; 1% i%n

It should be summarized, from what has been discussed above,

that the mathematical formulation of the forward primer selection

problem is as follows.

min
XjFj
jZ1

xj

subject to
XjFj
jZ1

Cf ði; jÞxjR1; 1% i%nðPÞ

xjZ0 or 1, 1%j%jFj

The initial fragment of a target DNA sequence Si is called

the forward priming window of Si. The length of the forward

priming window was input in the first part of the system. A

primer candidate fj is eligible for a target DNA sequence Si if its

complimentary sequence is a substring of the forward priming

window, or the number of base-pair mismatches between the

complimentary sequence and the substring of the forward

priming window is under the user’s specification, which was

also input in the first part of the system.

Before proceeding to the intelligent algorithm for (P), let us

consider the magnitude of jFj. Let Wi denote the length of the

forward priming window of Si and m denote the length of all

primers. Recall that both Wi and m were determined in the first

part of the system. The number of the potential forward primer

candidates can be calculated easily. For each forward priming

window, every substring of length m is a potential forward

primer candidate. Let a denote the number of allowable

mismatch and A(a) denote the number of potential forward

primer candidates. Then, A(a) can be obtained by simple

combinatorial calculation.

Að0Þ Z
Xn

iZ1

ðWiKm C1Þ

Að1Þ Z
Xn

iZ1

ð1 C3mÞðWiKm C1Þ

Að2Þ Z
Xn

iZ1

ð1 C3m C9mðmK1Þ=2ÞðWi Km C1Þ

Above formulas give us a rough idea about the magnitude of

jFj. However, jFj is usually much less than A(a), because some
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of the primer candidates are eligible for multiple DNA

sequences and many more of them are filtered out in the first

part of the system by constraining its GC content, Tm, and

secondary structure.
3.2. An intelligent algorithm

Problem (P) belongs to a class of problems known as binary

integer programming problems. Binary integer programming

problems are a sub-class of integer programming problems; for

more details about binary integer programming problems, see

(Hillier & Lieberman, 2001).

It is clear that an efficient algorithm for solving the

corresponding binary integer-programming problem can meet

the need of the system. Unfortunately, a binary integer-

programming problem is computationally intractable if the

number of decision variables is too large. The main difficulty of

computing the exact solution of (P) is that the number of decision

variables is large even when n and m are moderately small

numbers. For a typical application discussed in Section 4, where

nZ32, mZ15, and WiZ100 (1%i%n), A(0) equals 2752, A(1)

equals 126,592, and A(2) equals 2,727,232. It is well known

(Hillier & Lieberman, 2001) that a general binary integer

programming problem with more than 1000 decision variables

is computationally intractable unless special algorithm is

designed to exploit the structure of the problem. Thus, we need

special techniques to tailor-make an algorithm for solving (P).

The intelligent techniques we adopted are automatic

variable fixing and automatic redundant constraint elimination

(Hillier & Lieberman, 2001). These techniques have been

successfully applied in some large-scale binary integer

programming problems for other applications; see (Crowder,

Johnson, & Padberg, 1983; Hoffman & Padberg, 1991;

Johnson, Kostreva, & Suhl, 1985; Van Roy & Wolsey,

1987). These large-scale binary integer-programming pro-

blems all had special structures. Problem (P) also had a special

structure. Therefore, we applied the techniques of automatic

variable fixing and automatic redundant constraint elimination

to Problem (P). The resulted algorithm was outlined as follows.

Step 1.

For lZ1 to jFj do

For jsl do

If cj Rcl (cj and cl denote the jth and lth

column of Cf)

Set xl to 0

EndIf

EndFor

EndFor

Step 2.

For lZ1 to jFj do

If
Pn
iZ1

Cf ði; jÞZ1 and Cf ðl; jÞZ1

Set xl to %1

For iZ1 to n do

If Cf ði; lÞZ1

Remove constraint i

EndIf
EndFor

EndIf

EndFor

If any xj has been fixed in Step 1 or Step 2

Go to Step 1

EndIf

Step 3.

If all variables have been fixed

Stop

Else

Use a general binary integer programming solver to

solve the remaining variables.

EndIf

Step 1 and Step 2 use the technique of automatic variable

fixing. If there exists jsl, such that cjRcl, then the value of xl

can be fixed to zero. Because {., fj, .} is a solution to (P) if

{.,fl, .} is. If
Pn
iZ1

Cf ði; jÞZ1 and Cf (l, j)Z1, then any

collection without fl cannot satisfy the constraints of (P) and

thus not a solution to (P). Therefore, the value of xl must be set

to one. Step 2 also uses the technique of automatic redundant

constraint elimination. After the values of some xj’s are set to 1,

the satisfied constraints are automatically removed. Step 3 is

just a general binary integer-programming solver. Thus, it is

clear that the performance of the algorithm depends on the

possible variable and constraint eliminations in Step 1 and

Step 2. From the discussion above, we see the number of

primer candidates, which roughly equals A(a), is usually much

larger than the number of DNA sequences (n). In addition, a

primer candidate is usually eligible for just a few DNA

sequences. This implies most entries of Cf are zero. Both facts

suggest that the dominating primers are likely to exist.

However, it is worth noting that dominating primers may not

exist for certain DNA sequences.

Let us illustrate the intelligent algorithm with an

example.

Example

Consider the cover matrix

Cf Z

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

2
6666666666664

3
7777777777775

The matrix Cf implies that there were 7 DNA sequences and

10 forward primer candidates; forward primer candidate 1 is

eligible for sequences 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7; forward primer

candidate 2 is eligible for sequence 3 and 7, and so on. The

algorithm will perform the following steps.

Iteration 1

Step 1.
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x2Z0ðc3Rc2Þ

x4Z0ðc5Rc4Þ

x6Z0ðc1Rc6Þ

x7Z0ðc1Rc7Þ

x8Z0ðc5Rc8Þ

Step 2.

x3Z1

Since Cf (3, 3)ZCf (5, 3)ZCf (7, 3)Z1, constraint 3,

constraint 5, and constraint 7 were eliminated. Therefore, the

remaining constraint matrix (cover matrix) become

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1

0 1 1 1

2
66664

3
77775

Iteration 2

Step 1. (Note that it was required to bookkeep the variable

index)

x1Z0ðc5Rc1Þ

x9Z0ðc5Rc9Þ

x10 Z0ðc5Rc10Þ

Step 2.

x5Z1

The intelligent algorithm terminated here since all xj’s

were fixed. The resulted solution is {3, 5}. A preliminary

version of the algorithm was discussed in (Hsieh, Hsu, Chiu,

& Tzeng, 2003). The study extended the algorithm by

incorporated advanced data structure. The advanced data

structure improved the system performance significantly and

was discussed below.
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Fig. 1. Effect of the primer size.
3.3. Representation of the cover matrices

To enhance the execution speed and the memory usage

of the primer design system, we labored on the represen-

tation of Cf. Bit vectors were used to represent the columns

of Cf. These bit vectors were organized as an association

array (Stroustrup, 1997). Primer candidates were used as

‘key’ to these bit vectors. Such representation had several

advantages:

(1) The memory space for cover matrices had been reduced

significantly;

(2) The execution speed was enhanced; for example (vector)

logical statements such as cjRcl became a regular

arithmetic operation (cjjcl)Zcj;

(3) Index bookkeeping task had been eliminated. Variable

fixing and constraint elimination steps made the index

bookkeeping messy if cover matrices are represented by

matrix representations. The association array used primer

sequence as a substitution for the index, thus eliminated

the need for index bookkeeping.
4. Biological and clinical cases

To justify the usefulness of the intelligent primer design

system, we had conducted two studies with a local biotech

company, U-Vision Biotech, Inc., Taiwan.
4.1. Type II diabetes

The first study was regarding a research project in Type II

diabetes (NIDDM). We used the intelligent primer design

system to design primers for 32 genes involved in adipocyte

differentiation. In this study, many genes were involved and

thus we tried to understand how parameters such as the primer

size, the priming window size, and the number of allowable

base pair mismatches could affect the size of the primer

collection selected by the system.

First, we studied the effect of the primer size. The other

key parameters were set as follows: (1) the priming window

size (annealing range) was set to 100 for both ends of the

DNA sequences; (2) the allowable base pair mismatch was

set to 1; and (3) the range of the primer’s GC content was set

to (40, 60%). The size of the primer collection selected by

the system increased linearly as the primer size increased for

both ends of the DNA sequences (Fig. 1). As we expected,

short primers would have a higher chance to find multiple

binding sites, so the size of the selected primer collection

was smaller.

Second, we considered the effect of the priming window

size. The other key parameters were set as follows: (1) the

primer size was set to 8; (2) the allowable base pair mismatch

was set to 1; and (3) the range of the primer’s GC content was

set to (40, 60%). The size of the primer collection selected by

the system decreased as the size of the priming window size

increased for both ends of the DNA sequences (Fig. 2). The

number of primer candidates increased when the priming

window size increased. Therefore, a smaller size of the selected

primer collection was expected.

Third, we studied the joint effect of the primer size and

the number of allowable base pair mismatches. The other key
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parameters were set as follows: (1) the priming window

size was set to 100 for both ends of the DNA sequences;

and (2) the range of the primer’s GC content was set to (40,

60%). As mentioned in Section 3, the number of primer

candidates increased sharply with the increasing number of

allowable base pair mismatches. Thus, the size of the

selected primer collection at both 5 0 and 3 0 ends dropped

considerably (Fig. 3). For example, when the number of

allowable base pair mismatches was 2 and the primer size

was 15, the size of the selected primer collection at both 5 0

and 3 0 ends dropped was dropped to 17 (Fig. 3). A

conventional primer design system (Kampke et al., 2001)

produced 32 primers at both 5 0 and 3 0 ends. This indicated

the intelligent primer design system could save almost half

of the cost.

The 17 primers mentioned above for each end of the DNA

sequences were used for cDNA preparation. The resulted

cDNA had successfully used in the cDNA microarray

experiment.
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4.2. Mycobacterium tuberculosis

In the second study, a primer collection was needed for

the PCR amplification of nine DNA sequences, or novel

markers, from the genome of a pathogenic bacterium,

Mycobacterium tuberculosis. These nine DNA sequences

were extracted from the genome sequence of Mycobacterium

tuberculosis by another intelligent system called U-GET.

U-GET was developed by U-Vision Biotech, Inc., Taiwan.

The parameters in this study were set as follows: (1) the

priming window size was set to 100 for both ends of the

DNA sequences; (2) the primer size is set to one; (3) the

allowable base pair mismatch was set to 1; and (4) the range

of the primer’s GC content was set to (40, 60%). Under this

setting, 6 primers for each end of the 9 sequences were

selected. The selected primers had been used in designing

multiplex RT-PCR Mycobacterium tuberculosis diagnostic

kits. The diagnostic kits had become a commercial product

of U-Vision Biotech, Inc., Taiwan.
5. Managerial implication to bioinformatics

Primer selection is the most crucial step in multiplex RT-

PCR. Therefore, the intelligent primer system can be used as a

decision support system to design primers for the multiplex

RT-PCR and the cDNA microarray experiments.

In real world applications, short primers cannot generate

unique PCR products because they can cross-prime to many

other sites (homologues). The probability of matching of a

random 7 mer is 244 times in the 4 Mb Mycobacteria

genome. Therefore, the primer collection of short primers is

not specific enough in real biological applications. The

system allows long primers to be chosen by relaxing base

pair mismatch constraint. This provides researchers an

opportunity of designing primer collections that have

sufficient specificity and lower cost. This is very important

for the management of the cDNA microarray experiments.
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Because the primers are expensive and primer consumption

is not avoidable for cDNA microarray experiments, saving

the primer’s cost is indispensable for the management of the

cDNA microarray experiments.
6. Conclusion

In this study, we developed an intelligent primer design

system for selecting a cost effective primer collection for the

multiplex RT-PCR and the cDNA microarray experiments.

We illustrated the usefulness of the system with two

examples with biological and clinical significance. Several

features of the system lead us to find a cost effective primer

collection applicable in realistic applications:

1. The techniques of automatic variable fixing and

automatic redundant constraint elimination dramatically

reduced the problem size of the binary integer

programming problem;

2. The advanced data structure reduced the memory usage

substantially and increased the execution speed;

3. The previous studies only considered short primers; in

real world applications, these short primers cannot

generate unique PCR products because they can cross-

prime to many other sites (homologues). We increased

the size up to 17 base pairs, which could enhance the

specificity for the priming reaction; and

4. Because we chose to use longer primers, we also

allowed one or two mismatched base pairs to exist

between the primers and the DNA sequence. This could

increase the chance of finding a second priming site

without sacrificing the specificity.

Although the system is capable of finding a cost effective

primer collection applicable in realistic applications, there are

still several directions for future research:

1. The study assumed the probability of cross hybridization

among primers is only determined by the number of

primers. This is a simplified assumption. The primer’s

sequence structure also has great impact. Therefore, it is

worth including the exact thermodynamic information of

the primer sequences in the mathematical formulation.

2. The system assumed primer size, priming window size, the

number of allowable base pair mismatches, and range of

GC content to be input. To further increase the ‘intelli-

gence’ of the system, any or all parameters above can

become ‘output’ of the system.
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